Abstract. For Nakayama algebras A, we prove that in case Ext 1 A (M, M ) = 0 for an indecomposable A-module M , we have that the projective dimension of M is infinite. As an application we give a new proof of a classical result from [Gus] on bounds of the Loewy length for Nakayama algebras with finite global dimension. For Brauer tree algebras A with an indecomposable module M , we prove that Ext 1 A (M, M ) = 0 implies Ext i A (M, M ) = 0 for all i > 0.
Introduction
The strong no loop conjecture for Artin algebras states that any simple module S with Ext 1 A (S, S) = 0 has infinite projective dimension, see for example conjecture (7) in the conjectures section of [ARS] . This conjecture was recently proven for quiver algebras in [ILP] . In this article we show that the analogous statement is true for any indecomposable module over a Nakayama algebra:
Theorem. Let A be a Nakayama algebra with an indecomposable module M . In case Ext 1 A (M, M ) = 0, we have that M has infinite projective dimension.
We also note by explicit examples that the previous theorem is not true when replacing the condition Ext 1 A (M, M ) = 0 by Ext i A (M, M ) = 0 for any fixed i ≥ 2. As a corollary of the previous theorem, we obtain a new proof of the result that the Loewy length of Nakayama algebras with finite global dimension and n simple modules is bounded by 2n − 1 which was first obtained by Gustafson in [Gus] . The extreme no loop conjecture states that for a simple module S in a general finite dimensional algebra A, we have that Ext 1 A (S, S) = 0 implies Ext i A (S, S) = 0 for infinitely many i. This conjecture is proven only for some small class of algebras such as monomial algebras and is discussed for example at the end of the article [ILP] . We show that a very strong form of the extreme no loop conjecture holds for arbitrary indecomposable modules in Brauer tree algebras.
Theorem. Let A be a Brauer tree algebra and M an indecomposable A-module with Ext
For Gorenstein Nakayama algebras we show that the extreme no loop conjecture holds for any indecomposable module, giving a much stronger result in the Gorenstein case compared to our first theorem:
Theorem. Let A be a Nakayama algebra that is Gorenstein with an indecomposable module M such that Ext
for infinitely many i > 0. I thank Gjergji Zaimi for allowing me to include his quick proof of (1) in theorem 1.2. The results of this article are motivated by experiments with the GAP-package QPA, see [QPA] .
non-rigid and use that to prove our main results. We assume that the reader is familiar with the basics on representation theory and homological algebra of Artin algebras. We refer to the books [ARS] and [AnFul] for chapters on Nakayama algebras and to [Mar] on the calculation of projective resolutions in Nakayama algebras. For a given Nakayama algebra A we denote by c i the Loewy length of the indecomposable projective module e i A when fixing a complete set of primitive orthogonal idempotents e i . Note that Nakayama algebras A are uniquely characterised by the condition that every indecomposable module is uniserial and thus can be written in the form e i A/e i J k for some k with 1 ≤ k ≤ c i . As usual we assume that the c i are defined for all i ∈ Z by setting c i = c k in case i = k modulo n when n denotes the number of simple modules of the algebra. Lemma 1.1. Let A be a Nakayama algebra with n simple modules and M = e i A/e i J k and N = e s A/e s J t indecomposable non-projective A-modules.
(1) In case t ≥ k, we have Ext
Proof.
(1) Let 0 → Ω 1 (N ) → P → N → 0 be the short exact sequence such that P → N → 0 is a projective cover of N . We apply the functor Hom A (−, M ) to this short exact sequence to obtain:
given by left multiplication maps of the form l z with z ∈ (e i A/e i J k )e s such that zJ t = 0. But since we assume that t ≥ k, the condition zJ t = 0 is automatic for z ∈ (e i A/e i J k )e s . Thus Hom A (N, M ) ∼ = (e i A/e i J k )e s and Hom A (P, M ) = Hom A (e s A, e i A/e i J k ) = (e i A/e i J k )e s have the same length. Since f is an injective map between modules of the same length, it is an isomorphism. The above exact sequence thus gives us ker(g) = Im(f ) = Hom A (P, M ) and thus g = 0. This shows that ker(h) = Im(g) = 0 and thus h is injective, but by the above exact sequence it is also surjective. Thus h is an isomorphism and we obtain Ext 
This shows that Hom
where we interpret J 0 = A. Now (e i J max(0,2k−ci) /e i J k )e i+k = 0 is equivalent to k ≥ n and max(0, 2k − c i ) ≤ s + (t − 1)n = k − n when k = s + tn for some s with 0 ≤ s ≤ n − 1 and t ≥ 1. Now note that the conditions n ≤ k and max(0, 2k
Theorem 1.2. Let A be a Nakayama algebra M an indecomposable non-projective A-module.
In case M is non-rigid, it has infinite projective dimension and infinite injective dimension.
Proof. Assume A has n simple modules.
(1) Assume M = e i A/e i J k is non-rigid, which by 1.1 (2) is equivalent to n ≤ k ≤ c i − n. By 1.1 (2), Ω 1 (M ) = e i+k A/e i+k J ci−k is non-rigid if and only if n ≤ c i − k ≤ c i+k − n. We thus have to show that n ≤ k ≤ c i − n implies n ≤ c i − k ≤ c i+k − n. The inequality n ≤ c i − k follows immediately from the assumption that M is non-rigid. The second inequality c i − k ≤ c i+k − n follows from observing that
(here we used that c l − c l−1 ≥ −1 for a general Kupisch series of a Nakayama algebra). After rearranging the terms we get c i − k ≤ c i+k − n as desired.
(2) Assume M is non-rigid. By (1) of this theorem also Ω 1 (M ) is non-rigid and thus by induction Ω k (M ) for all k ≥ 1 is non-rigid and thus especially non-projective. This gives that M has infinite projective dimension. To see that M also has infinite injective dimension, note that We apply our main result to give a result on bounds on the Loewy length of Nakayama algebras with finite global dimension that was first obtained in [Gus] . Proposition 1.4. Let A be a Nakayama algebra with Loewy length L(A) and n simple modules.
(1) In case L(A) ≥ 2n, there exists an indecomposable non-rigid A-module.
(2) In case A has finite global dimension, we have L(A) ≤ 2n − 1.
(1) Assume A has Loewy length at least 2n and let P = e i A be an indecomposable projective module with Loewy length c i ≥ 2n. Let M := e i A/e i J k with k = n. Then we clearly have n ≤ k ≤ c i − n and thus by 1.1 (2) M is non-rigid.
(2) Assume to the contrary that A has finite global dimension but L(A) ≥ 2n. Then by (1), A has an indecomposable non-rigid module M , which contradicts 1.3. Thus we need to have L(A) ≤ 2n−1.
The next example shows that it is in general not true that an indecomposable module M over a Nakayama algebra A with Ext i A (M, M ) = 0 for some i ≥ 2 has infinite projective dimension. We also give an example that shows that in general we have that Ext n A (M, M ) is not isomorphic to Hom A (Ω n (M ), M ) for Nakayama algebras for n ≥ 2, despite this being true for n = 1 by 1.1 (1). Example 1.5. Let A be the Nakayama algebra given by quiver and relations with Kupisch series [2, 2, ..., 2, 3] with n ≥ 2 entries where all but the last entry are equal to 2. A has finite global dimension equal to n and there is a unique simple module S 0 with projective dimension equal to n but Ext n A (S 0 , S 0 ) = 0. There also exists a unique indecomposable module M with dimension vector [1, 0, ..., 0, 1] (with exactly two non-zero entries) such that Ext
The next example shows that our main theorem can not be extended to general uniserial modules over general Artin algebras. I thank Jeremy Rickard for bringing this example to my attention.
Example 1.6. Let Q be the Kroenecker quiver and A = kQ the Kroenecker algebra. Then there exist two-dimensional indecomposable A-modules (that are especially uniserial) which are non-rigid, see for example [ARS] section 7 in chapter VIII. But since A is hereditary, it has finite global dimension and thus all those uniserial non-rigid modules have finite projective dimension.
Selfextension for selfinjective Nakayama algebras
Assume in this section that algebras are connected and non-semisimple. Recall that a Nakayama algebra is selfinjective if and only if it has constant Kupisch series, so that c i = w for all i.
Lemma 2.1. Let A be a selfinjective Nakayama algebra with Loewy length w ≥ 2 and let M = e i A/e i J k be an indecomposable non-projective A-module such that k ≤ w 2 . Then we have Ext
Proof. We use that Ext
k for all u ≥ 0 and Ω 2u+1 (M ) ∼ = e i+uw+k A/e i+uw+k J w−k . By our assumption we have w − k ≥ k. Thus for all r ≥ 1, the module Ω r (M ) has Loewy length greater than or equal to the Loewy length k of M . By (1) of 1.1, we have that Ext
We note that the previous lemma is not true in general without the assumption k ≤ 
since k ≥ n. And for u ≥ 0:
To see the last isomorphism, note that the maps in Hom A (e i+uw+k A/e i+uw+k J w−k , e i A/e i J k ) correspond to left multiplications l z with z ∈ (e i A/e i J k )e i+uw+k such that ze i+uw+k J w−k = 0. But by our assumption we have w − k ≥ k so that the condition
k . Then the module Ω 1 (M ) = e i+k A/e i+k J w−k has Loewy length t = w − k ≤ w 2 and we can use our result from case 1 as we explain in the rest of the proof. Now we use that Ext
and since Ω is a stable equivalence for selfinjective algebra, see for example theorem 8.4. and theorem 9.6. in chapter IV. in [SkoYam] . Thus we can apply our result from case 1 to obtain that Ext
we obtain our result also in the case k > w 2 .
Recall that Brauer tree algebras are exactly the special biserial symmetric representation-finite algebras. For a more explicit definition in terms of quiver and relations, we refer for example to section 4. chapter IV. in [SkoYam] . A well known and important result for Brauer tree algebras is that they are exactly those symmetric algebras that are stable equivalent to symmetric Nakayama algebras, see for example [ARS] , chapter X.3.
Theorem 2.4. Let A be a Brauer tree algebra and M an indecomposable A-module with Ext
Proof. Let F : mod − A → mod − B be a stable equivalent where B is a symmetric Nakayama algebra. By [ARS] A (A/J, A/J) is finitely generated as an HH * (A)-module. Algebras that satisfy the (fg)-condition are ext-finite, see [Sol] chapter 5 for this and related results about algebras with the (fg)-condition. Many important classes of algebras satisfy the (fg)-condition such as group algebras or representation-finite selfinjective algebras. We refer to the introduction of [ES] for more example and results. An algebra A is called Gorenstein in case the left and right injective dimension of the regular module are finite and equal. It is known that algebras with the (fg)-condition are Gorenstein, see for example [Sol] theorem 5.9. The Gorenstein homological algebra of Nakayama algebras has been studied by Ringel in [Rin] . We say that an indecomposable module M satisfies the strong no loop condition in case Ext (1) This follows directly from 2.5 together with the fact that the strong no loop conjecture holds for quiver algebras.
(2) This follows from the fact that any non-projective module over a selfinjective algebra has infinite projective dimension.
The previous corollary applies in particular to group algebras. Combining the previous corollary with our first main result on Nakayama algebras, we obtain: Theorem 2.7. Let A be a Nakayama algebra that is Gorenstein with an indecomposable module M such that Ext 
